NICK WILLIAMS FURNITURE COLLECTION
Nick Williams has been at the forefront of landscape design pioneering new concepts in outdoor living and crafting innovative gardens, landscapes, and outdoor rooms for over 50 years. Specializing in transforming the outdoor spaces we call home, his unique
styles have emphasized the merging of indoor and outdoor spaces to create natural, yet livable environments. With a keen appreciation for textures and anything out of the ordinary, Nick's landscape designs are rich with organic elements, understated elegance,
comfort, functional design and innovation. These same design concepts have been extended to The Nick Williams Furniture Collection.
This exciting new collection of furniture has been in the works for a very long time, many years of careful planning and sourcing for
the very best materials and accents required to bring our vision to life.
Beauty, comfort, sustainability, and superior components are at the heart of this
furniture line as the result of the collaboration between Nick and Phillip Roth.
Good friends and partners, they have joined forces to create this beautiful collection of furniture
The furniture has a sturdy, solid look, with rich, warm elegance and most notably
distinguished by the articulation of “Jewelry” into the furniture designs, that we
believe sets our furniture apart from others. The addition of custom inlaid
“furniture jewelry” - sea shells, ammonite, turquoise and metal accents such as a
patina gingko leaf - makes each piece unique.
The Furniture collection uses reclaimed teak. This is wood that has been milled
and harvested decades ago, offering more stability and durability than new wood,
even wood that has been kiln dried. The wood is finished with a palette of unique
wood stains that match easily with both stone, tile and wood floors and play wonderfully off against the stone work often used in outdoor rooms or patios. The
furniture is further accessorized with a range of different “Sunbrella” Fabrics
and a selection of Viro woven wicker. Everything about this furniture is environmentally friendly, from the materials used, the finishes, fabrics, side panels have
all been designed with sustainability and durability in mind for an outdoor/indoor
setting in any climate.

Phillip Roth (left) and Nick Williams

With the Nick Williams Furniture Collection, a thing of beauty is, indeed, a joy
forever.
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See the NickWilliamsDesigns.com to see many other pieces of the Nick
Williams Furniture Collection, including the Longridge and Adirondack
Collections.
For more information, please contact:

Nick Williams & Associates Designs
23013 Ventura Blvd
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Phone: 818/222-7477
Fax: 818/222-7478
Email: NWADesigns@aol.com
Website: www.NickWilliamsDesigns.com
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The Nick Williams Furniture Collection, designed for life... designed for a lifetime!
See our website for Catalog

